Dropper bottles and Euro Drop caps - the perfect match.

Carow dropper bottles have an 18 DIN neck designed to accommodate Euro Drop caps.

Select the ideal bottle. Choose a vertical or horizontal dropper insert. Pick a cap style and your all-in-one dispensing system is complete.

Caps are available in:
- Regular
- Tamper Evident
- Push Turn
- Push Turn / Tamper Evident

Essential oils and extracts display beautifully.

Improve product integrity and showcase your aromatherapy products with glass and PET bottles from Carow.

**Oxygen Barrier.** Glass bottles provide the ideal oxygen barrier for sensitive products, such as oils, tinctures and extracts.

**Superior Compatibility.** Glass also provides an inert packaging material, making it compatible with almost any product that needs a container.

**Recyclable.** All glass and PET bottles can be recycled.

Enhance your brand image with the current line of dropper bottles offered by Carow:
- Amber
- Cobalt
- Green
- Flint
- Violet
- PET

See reverse side for capacities and stock availability.
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Amber Glass

Amber glass bottles offer industry standard ultraviolet light protection. Choose amber bottles when product integrity is critical.

- Capacity options: 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, 60, 75, 100, 150 and 200 ml
- Available in stock: 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, 60 and 100 ml
- Clean room manufacturing available

Cobalt Blue Glass

Cobalt blue glass bottles illuminate your product. Convey a premium look with this rich cobalt color.

- Capacity options: 5, 10, 15, 30, 50 and 100 ml
- Available in stock: 5, 10, 15 and 30 ml

Green Glass

These bottles are made of feeder green glass, not spray coated, thus no need to worry about peeling. Let distinctive green glass bottles showcase your unique aromatherapy and essential oils.

- Capacity options: 5, 10, 15, 30, 50 and 100 ml
- Available in stock: 5, 10, 15 and 30 ml

Flint Glass

Flint glass bottles let your product shine through. These bottles are the clear choice for essential oils and extracts.

- Capacity options: 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, 60 and 100 ml
- Available in stock: 5, 10, 15 and 30 ml

Violet Glass

Violet glass bottles provide special light transmission imparted by the unique violet color. Elevate image and perceived value with violet glass.

- Capacity options: 5, 10, 20, 30 and 50 ml

PET Plastic

Shatter proof PET plastic bottles save on shipping costs and come in a variety of colors. PET bottles are ideal for drop dispensing.

- Capacity options: 10, 15, 20 and 30 ml

- All dropper bottles feature an 18 DIN neck designed to accommodate our Euro Drop closures
- Multiple US, European and Asian sourcing options
- Low minimum order quantities